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Background and steps to be taken going forward（1/2）

○ To date, seismic safety assessments that reflect the state of damage of structure have been conducted for the Unit 1~4 reactor buildings, 
and we have confirmed that the structures retain sufficient levels of seismic safety in relation to standard seismic motion Ss.

〇However, for reactor buildings, it is necessary to confirm the long-term integrity of the structures, and we have been deliberating whether 
or not we can ascertain trends in changes over time that the structures experience by analyzing seismic data records. For this purpose, we 
installed seismometers on the first floor and on the fifth floor operating floor of the Unit 3 reactor building, and put them into trial use on 
April 1, 2020.

【Background behind the test installation of seismometers in the Unit 3 
reactor building】

〇After the seismometers were put into use, seismic data was obtained without issue until June 2020, and we started to deliberate how to use the 
data in order to analyze degradation trends. However, even though a rain cover had been installed, the seismometer installed on the first floor 
level (outside of the west side platform) become water-logged from rain water and malfunctioned on July 3.

〇After conducting a detailed field investigation, it was decided that the aforementioned seismometer would be reinstalled at a slightly higher 
location without building a new foundation in order to prevent the same thing from happening again, after which permanent measures would 
be implemented that involved building a new foundation. (October)

〇During this time, the other seismometer (on the operating floor) started to show noise and missing data in its wave patterns on October 13, so 
an investigation to ascertain the cause was commenced.

〇Since it was thought possible that the same thing would happen again if the instrument was replaced without ascertaining the cause of the 
noise, repair plans, including for the seismometer that was waterlogged, were changed so that repairs would be made after ascertaining the 
cause of the problem. (November 2020)

【Background behind the seismometer malfunctions and events 
leading up to the earthquake that occurred off the coast of 
Fukushima Prefecture】
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〇The results of a detailed investigation into the seismometer that was recording noise revealed a nonconformance with 
the circuit board, so we began comparing past test data to investigate the possibility of the seismometer being affected 
by radiation. (January-February 2021)

〇In February 2021, we determined that there was a possibility that the investigation into the cause of the malfunction 
would take longer than expected, and were in the process of making preparations to replace both seismometers with 
new units in order to continue to acquire data when the earthquake occurred on February 13. 

〇The aforementioned seismometers will be repaired and we will begin recording data again during March. Along with 
implementing measures to prevent the recurrence of malfunctions caused by rain, such as building a new foundation 
(raising the elevation), we will also prepare for malfunctions by having spare units on hand. 

○Going forward, based on the results of tests on the Unit 3 seismometer we will deliberate installing seismometers at 
Units 1 and 2.

○Furthermore, at the Fukushima Daiichi Nuclear Power Station, we have confirmed from data taken from the foundation 
plate seismometers of Unit 5 and Unit 6 that the earthquake that occurred off the coast of Fukushima Prefecture on 
February 13, 2021 did not exceed standard seismic motion Ss.

【 Steps to be taken going forward 】

Background and steps to be taken going forward （2/2）
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The objective of installing seismometers on a trial basis in the Unit 3 
reactor building

 To date, seismic safety assessments that reflect the state of damage have been conducted for the Unit 1~4 reactor buildings, and we have confirmed that 
the structures retain sufficient levels of seismic safety in relation to standard seismic motion Ss. However, for reactor buildings it is necessary to confirm 
the long-term integrity of the structures, and we have been deliberating whether or not we can ascertain trends in changes over time that the structures 
experience by analyzing seismic data records. 

 The buildings in which seismometers were installed were greatly damaged by the hydrogen explosions and require that trends in changes that occur over 
time for the entire structures be ascertained. The operating floor of Unit 3 was selected for trial installation because it can be accessed.

 Since normal seismometers cannot be used due to the high-dose environment, simple wireless seismometers were installed.

 After we have used test data to confirm the usefulness of measurement data, and that measurements can be taken without issue and without being 
affected by radiation or weather phenomena, more seismometers will be installed at other units.

(Reference) Permanent seismometer in Unit 6Simple seismometer installed in Unit 3 on a trial basis ※
（1st floor level)

※ Simple standalone seismometers that use solar panels for power and send data via wireless transmission were employed
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 A total of two seismometers were installed, one on the first floor level and one on 
the operating floor level of the Unit 3 reactor building

Cross-section of Unit 3 seismometer installation

①1st floor level
（Northwest side platform)

West side (mountain side)
Seismometer

Unit 3 reactor building

East side (ocean side)

▼G.L.

②Operating floor level
（Under southwest side cover)

Seismometer installation locations
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Location of observation seismometers at the Fukushima Daiichi Nuclear Power Station

 The seismometer installed on the foundation plate of Unit 6 is used during operation (for notifying other parties 
and publicly disclosing data, and conducting inspections in different zones following an earthquake), and used to 
quickly ascertain maximum acceleration. 

 Other seismometers installed in Units 5 and 6 are backups and used for various types of analysis. When the 
seismometer installed on the Unit 6 foundation plate is being inspected, the seismometer on the Unit 5 foundation 
plate is used as a substitute to quickly obtain and announce measurement data. 

 Free-field seismometers are used to take measurements used during the setting of standard seismic motion.
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